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Abstract. One of the most popular problems in usage mining is the discovery of frequent be-
haviors. It relies on the extraction of frequent itemsets from usage databases. However, those
databases are usually considered as a whole and therefore, itemsets are extracted over the entire
set of records. Our claim is that possible subsets, hidden within the structure of the data and con-
taining relevant itemsets, may exist. These subsets, as well as the itemsets they contain, depend
on the context. Time is an essential element of the context. The users’ intents will differ from
one period to another. Behaviors over Christmas will be different fromthose extracted during
the summer. Unfortunately, these periods might be lost because of arbitrary divisions of the data.
The goal of our work is to find itemsets that are frequent over a specific period but would not
be extracted by traditional methods since their support is very low over thewhole dataset. We
introduce the definition of solid itemsets, which represent coherent and compact behaviors over
specific periods, and we propose SIM , an algorithm for their extraction.

Keywords:

1. Introduction

We do not expect to see a correlation between the sales of guacamole, chips, and
antacids if you consider the activity of shops over the wholeyear. However, there
is a correlation between those sales, if you look at a very specific period: the Super
Bowl. During Super Bowl XXXV, 8 Million Pounds of guacamole and 14,500 tons
of chips were consumed and antacid sales increased by 20 percent the Monday after
(Crepeau, 2010; Duncan, 2010).
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The problem of association rule mining, intended to extractthis kind of correlation,
has been defined in (Agrawal, Imielinski and Swami, 1993). The goal is to obtain the
frequent associations between the items of the database from a very large set of records.
This problem has many applications in marketing, business management or decision
analysis. The core of this problem lies in the extraction of frequent itemsets. In market
basket analysis, for instance, frequent itemset mining aims to discover sets of items that
correspond to a large number of customers. If this number is above a certain threshold
(given by the end user) then this itemset is considered to be frequent.

Many algorithms have been proposed for efficiently extracting frequent itemsets
(Pasquier, Bastide, Taouil and Lakhal, 1999; Han, Pei and Yin, 2000; Wang, Han and
Pei, 2003; Jr., 1998; Toivonen, 1996). However, in the initial definition of frequent item-
set mining, the search is performed over the whole database (i.e. given minsupp, the
user’s minimum support, the extracted itemsets appear in atleast|D| × minsupp trans-
actions of databaseD). Unfortunately, for many real world applications, this definition
of frequent itemsets is not appropriate. Possible interesting itemsets might remain undis-
covered despite their very specific characteristics. In fact, interesting itemsets are often
related to the context in which they occur. The moment duringwhich they can be ob-
served is an essential component of this context. We may consider, for instance, the
behaviors of the customers during the Super Bowl. Another example would be the users
of an on-line store after a special discount on recordable DVDs and CDs, advertised on
TV. We could also consider the adverse drug reports related toa specific drug that ap-
peared after an alert was publicized on that drug. Similarly, the web site of a conference
will observe that a frequent behavior related to the submission procedure mainly occurs
within a window of a few hours before the deadline. A necessarycondition in order to
discover this kind of knowledge is that each transaction is associated with a time-stamp.
This condition has already been proposed, for instance in (Ale and Rossi, 2000; Lee,
Lin and Chen, 2001). In (Ale and Rossi, 2000), the authors propose the notion of tem-
poral association rules. Their idea consists of extractingitemsets that are frequent over a
specific period that is shorter than the whole database. However, the periods proposed in
(Ale and Rossi, 2000) are defined by the lifetime of each item.Therefore, a data mining
process for extracting the periods is not necessary since they only depend on the first
and last occurrences of each item.

In this paper, we propose an extension of (Saleh and Masseglia, 2008). Our goal is
to extract itemsets that are frequent in a temporally contiguous subset of the database.
For instance, navigations on web sites of recordable CDs andDVDs occur randomly
and are not correlated if we consider the whole year. However, the frequency of this
behavior will certainly be higher within the few hours (or days) that follow the TV spot.
Therefore, the challenge is to find the time window that will optimize the support of this
behavior. In other words, we want to findB, a contiguous subset ofD where the support
of the behavior onB is above the minimum support and the size ofB is optimal. Let us
consider that the TV spot was on March 3 and it has influenced the customers for two
days. Our goal is to find the following kind of knowledge: “25%of the users, between
March 3 and March 5, have requested the page about recordableCDs, the page about
recordable DVDs and the page about special discounts.” The support of this behavior
would certainly be too low for its extraction over the whole year, but this knowledge (i.e.
the behavior along with its associated period of frequency)may be very important for
decision-makers since they will want to discover this behavior and its specific window
of frequency, and finally link it to the context and the TV spot.

This problem could seem similar to the problem of mining itemsets and bursty
events in data streams (Chong, Yu, Lu, Zhang and Zhou, 2005; Zhu and Shasha, 2003;
Michail Vlachos and Yu, 2005; Gao and Wang, 2009). However, we will prove that our
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method provides features that have not been offered in the fields of burst mining or data
stream mining (i.e. we are able to extract itemsets with no fixed window size and to
obtain the exact and exhaustive set of periods of optimal frequency for these itemsets).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section2 gives the necessary
definitions of itemset discovery and our new definitions for mining solid itemsets. In
Section 5, we give an overview of existing methods for the temporal aspects of itemset
mining. Section 3 summarizes the complexity of the problem exposed in this paper and
Section 4 presents our algorithm for the extraction of soliditemsets. Finally, Section 6
gives a synthesis of our experiments leading to the conclusion of Section 7 with future
avenues.

2. Definitions

The problem of association rule mining is based on the extraction of frequent itemsets.
This problem has been proposed in (Agrawal et al., 1993), andnumerous algorithms
have been proposed in literature to solve it (Lucchese, Orlando and Perego, 2006; Bur-
dick, Calimlim, Flannick, Gehrke and Yiu, 2005; Pasquier etal., 1999; Han et al., 2000;
Wang et al., 2003; Jr., 1998; Toivonen, 1996; Palshikar, Kaleand Apte, 2007; Lian,
Cheung and Yiu, 2007). Definition 1 states the characteristics of frequent itemsets. It
is different from the initial or traditional definitions in (Agrawal et al., 1993) since we
consider that each item in the database is associated with a time-stamp. Therefore a
transaction may cover a range of several timestamps.

Definition 1. Let I = {i1, i2, ..., in} be a set of items. LetX = {i1, i2, ..., ik} where
k ≤ n and∀j ∈ [1..k] ij ∈ I. X is called anitemset (or a k−itemset). Let U =
{u1, u2, ..., um} be a set of time units, over which a linear order<U is defined, where
ui <U uj means thatui occurs beforeuj . A transaction T is a coupleT = (tid,X)
wheretid ∈ U is the transaction identifier andX is the associated itemset. For sim-
plicity of writing, we consider that each transaction identifier is the timestamp of that
transaction and no more than one transaction is recorded foreach time unit.
A transactionT = (tid, I) is said to support an itemsetX ∈ I if X ⊆ I. A transaction
databaseD is a set of transactions. Thecoverof an itemsetX in D is the set of identi-
fiers of transactions inD that supportX: cover(X,D) = {tid : (tid, I) ∈ D,X ∈ I}.
Thesupport of an itemsetX in D is the number of transactions in the cover ofX in D:
support(X,D) = |cover(X,D)|. Thefrequencyof an itemsetX in D is the fraction of
transactions inD that supportX: frequency(X,D) = support(X,D)

|D| . Given a user’s min-
imum thresholdγ ∈]0..1], an itemsetX is said to befrequent if frequency(X,D) ≥ γ.

Definition 2. The setF of frequent itemsets inD with respect toγ is denoted by
F (D, γ) = {X ∈ I : frequency(X,D) ≥ γ}.

Given a set of itemsI, a transaction databaseD and a minimal thresholdγ, the
problem offrequent itemset miningaims to findF (D, γ) and the actual support of the
itemsets inF . Example 1 gives an illustration of the notions presented above.

Example 1. Figure 1 shows the example databaseD. Each transaction Id is associated
with the set of items in this transaction. In order to simplify the illustration, we assume
that the transactions ofD are sorted by order of date (i.e. T1 occurred beforeT2, etc.).
Let us consider a minimum frequencyγ = 1

2 given by the user. With such a support, the
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Fig. 1.Frequent itemsets onD whereγ =
1

2

frequent items (highlighted in the transactions of Figure 1) area, b andc. The frequent
itemsets ofD, with γ = 1

2 , are(a), (b), (c), with a threshold of610 , and(a, c), with a
threshold of12 .

Our problem is based on the timestamps associated with the records inD and aims
to provide itemsets that are frequent on particular periodsof time inD. The main issue
is to discover these periods and the frequent itemsets they contain. In the following
definitions, we introduce the notions of temporal itemset and solid itemset, that are the
core of this paper.

Definition 3. A period P = (Ps, Pe) is defined by a start timePs and an end time
Pe. The set of transactions that belong to periodP is defined asTr(P ) = {T : T ⊆
D,Ps ≤ T.tid ≤ Pe}. We define the set of all potential periods overD asPR.

The frequency ofx overTr(P ) the transactions of a periodP is denoted by frequency(x, P )
whenever it is clear from the context (as well as cover(x, Tr(P )) which is denoted by
cover(x, P ) and support(x, Tr(P )) which is denoted by support(x, P )).

Definition 4. A Temporal Itemsetx is a triple(xi, xp, xσ) wherexi is an itemset,xp

is a period associated withxi andxσ is the threshold ofxi overxp. Let k be the size of
xi, thenx is called ak−temporal itemset.

Let us consider the temporal itemsety = ({a, b, c}, [7..10], 3
4 ) in D from Figure 1.

The itemset ofy (i.e.yi) is {a, b, c}. The period ofy (i.e.yp) is [7..10] and the threshold
of y overyp (i.e. yσ) is 3

4 (yi is supported by transactions 7, 9 and 10 in periodyp on
D).

Givenγ, a user’s minimum threshold, we introduce the characteristics of solid item-
sets in Definition 5.

Definition 5. Let x be a temporal itemset.x is called aSolid Itemset (SI) iff the fol-
lowing conditions hold:
1) xσ ≥ γ
2) ∀p2 ∈ PR such thatxp ⊆ p2 we have either a) or b) or both:

a) frequency(xi, p2) < γ
b) cover(xi, p2) =cover(xi, xp)

3) ∀p2 ∈ PR such thatp2 ⊂ xp, cover(xi, p2) <cover(xi, xp)
Let k be the size ofxi, thenx is ak-solid itemset. Finally,SIk is the set of allk-solid
itemsets.
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The first condition of definition 5 ensures thatx represents an itemset that is frequent
over its associated period. The second condition ensures that the size ofxp is maximal.
If a larger period exists, then, on this period,xi is not frequent or the cover ofxi is the
same (i.e. it is not worth extending the period fromxp to p2, since the extension will
not contribute to the support ofxi). Finally, the third condition ensures that the size
of xp is minimal. In fact,xi is supported by the first and last transaction inxp, so if a
smaller period exists wherexi is frequent, the cover will be lower anyway (i.e. relevant
transactions supportingxi would have been dropped from the period and should be
kept). An illustration of this definition is given in example2.

Example 2. Figure 2 shows the example databaseD of Figure 1 and the extractedk-
solid itemsets. We can observe that the solid itemsets of size 1 are(a), (b) and(c), and
their period corresponds to the entire database with a threshold of 6

10 . Then, we have
three solid itemsets of size 2:

–(a c), with a threshold of510 and a period that corresponds to the entire database.

–(a b) and(b c), on the period[7..10] with a threshold of34 .

Finally, there is one solid itemset with size 3:x = ({a b c}, [7..10], 3
4 corresponding

to the itemset(a b c) which occurs during the period[7..10] with a threshold of34 . We
can observe that, thanks to the definition of solid itemsets,a new kind of knowledge
has been extracted. This knowledge concerns punctual behaviors of the users. InD it
is illustrated by, for instance, a compact itemset of size 3 (i.e. (a b c)) occurring on a
very specific period (i.e. [7..10]). This itemset, associated with this period, is optimal
(as stated in definition 5) since:

–This itemset is frequent over this period.
–No longer period allows this itemset to have the minimum threshold (condition 2 in
definition 5 is respected for all periods larger than[7..10]).

–No shorter period allows this itemset to have the minimum threshold without dimin-
ishing the cover. Therefore,x respects the third condition of definition 5.

Meanwhile, let us consider the following temporal itemset:z = ((a b c), [9..10], 100%).
We can observe thatzi has the minimum support overzp. However, there exists a period
p2 = [7..10] where(a b c) is frequent with a larger cover than the cover ofzi on zp.
Hence,z is not a solid itemset since condition 2 of definition 5 is not respected (z is not
maximal).

Let us note that itemsets(a b), (b c) and(a b c) were not frequent over the whole
database in example 1 withγ = 1

2 , since their threshold onD is 4
10 . However, thanks

to the definition of solid itemsets, they can be discovered along with their associated
periods of frequency.

Definition 6 gives the formal definition of a maximal solid itemset.

Definition 6. The set ofMaximal Solid Itemsets (MSI) is defined as follows: letx be
an SI,x is anMSI if the following condition holds:
∀y ∈ SI such thatx 6= y if xi ⊆ yi thenxp 6= yp.

In other words, ifxi is included inyi and if the periodxp is included or equal toyp,
thenx is not a maximal solid itemset.

The goal of this paper is to propose an optimized algorithm inorder to extract the
exact and entire set of maximal solid itemsets, as stated in definition 6.
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Fig. 2.Solid itemsets inD whereγ =
1

2

3. Solid Itemsets and Minimum Threshold: a Discussion

As illustrated in example 2, our problem aims to find itemsetsthat:

1. do not correspond to the minimum threshold when the entiredatabase is considered,
2. satisfy this threshold over particular periods in the database.

This could be seen as a mere lowering of the minimum threshold(the itemset(a b c) in
example 1 has a threshold of410 overD) in order to find the itemsets corresponding to
our solid itemsets. However this point of view has two major drawbacks, compared to
our problem definition:

1. Lowering the support is a well known source of failure for existing data mining al-
gorithms. Generally, the number of candidates, or the number of frequent items, will
not fit in the main memory. Even if this set is able to fit in the memory, the response
time will be prohibitive. Finally, even if the extracted itemsets fit in the memory and
the user is patient enough, the number of rules might be too high.

2. Even with a lower support, if the itemsets are extracted despite their number, they
will not be associated with their period of frequency (they would be extracted because
they are frequent on a period corresponding to the whole database, which is not really
instructive from the localization point of view). Even if the itemset is frequent over
a specific period, the user will not be aware of that, since traditional data mining
algorithms are not designed for exhibiting the periods of frequency of the extracted
itemsets.

Another naive method would consist of dividing the databaseinto multiple subsets
corresponding to periods of fixed size. For instance, the webaccess log file of a shop
for one year could be divided into 365 subsets correspondingto each day of this year.
In this case, we have to keep in mind that:

1. Undiscovered periods will remain (for instance a period of two consecutive days or a
period of one hour embedded in one of the considered days).

2. Undiscovered behaviors will remain (embedded in the undiscovered periods).
3. The method would be based on an arbitrary division of the data (why working on

each day and not on each hour or week or half day?).
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Generally speaking, tuning the minimum support is a difficult task for users (Zhang,
Wu, Zhang and Lu, 2008) and there is a need to go beyond that notion. To conclude this
section about the motivation of this work, let us note that the total amount of combina-
tions for enumerating the possible solid itemsets is(2n × k!) with n being the number
of itemsets andk = |D|. So,2n is the number of potential itemsets onD andk! is the
number of possible contiguous subsets (windows) ofD. Fortunately, the monotonicity
property of frequent itemsets allows avoiding the enumeration of 2n possible itemsets.
Based on this property our goal is to show that avoiding the enumeration of thek! po-
tential periods is also possible, and we provide in section 4an exhaustive and optimized
algorithm for mining solid itemsets.

4. General Principle & Algorithm

This section is devoted to the presentation of SIM (Solid Itemset Miner), our algorithm
designed for the extraction of solid itemsets in databases.The notion of kernels, intro-
duced in this section, will allow extracting the solid itemsets efficiently. First, we give
an overview of the principle and main idea for this extraction in Section 4.1 and the
details of the algorithm are given in Section 4.2.

4.1. General Principle

SIM introduces a new paradigm for the counting step of the generated candidates. Let
us considery to be a temporal itemset that is not a solid itemset (i.e. yσ < γ). Any
supersetz = (zx, zp, zσ) such thatyx ⊆ zx ∧ yp ⊆ zp of y cannot be a solid itemset
(i.e. zσ < γ). SIM thus extends the Generating-Pruning principle of apriori in order
to generate candidate solid itemsets and count their support. The generating principle
is provided with a filter on the possible intersection of the candidates (i.e. if two solid
itemsets of sizek have a common prefix but do not share a common period, they are not
considered for generating a new candidate).

However, the counting step (or “pruning” in apriori) is not straightforward in our
case. It is not correct to just count the number of occurrences of a candidate over a
period. Let us considerc = ((a b), [1..10], cσ), a candidate temporal itemset that has
been generated thanks to the solid itemsets of size 1:x = ((a), [1..10], 6

10 ) andy =

((b), [1..10], 6
10 ). c is not a solid itemset sincecσ = 4

10 . Howevercp contains a solid
itemsetc′ = ((a b), [7..10], 3

4 ). Based on this observation, our goal, during the counting
step, is to build “kernels” of the candidate temporal itemsets over their period of possible
frequency. Then, the kernels will be merged in order to find the corresponding solid
itemsets. This principle is illustrated in Figure 6 and details are given in Definition 7.

The following definition is based on the fact that we perform successive scans over
the data in order to find the periods that correspond to solid itemsets. The way a scan is
performed (i.e. reading the transaction from the first to the last one) requires to discover
the kernels “on-the-fly”. Intuitively, the kernels of an itemset are the longest periods
such that:

1. The first and last records support the itemset.
2. The support of the itemset is always higher than the minimum support when it is

counted record after record in the period, starting from thelower timestamp.
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Fig. 3.Kernels and period of itemset (b)

Definition 7 gives the formal properties of a kernel and our algorithm, given in Section
4.2 allows for their effective discovery.

Definition 7. A kernel is a period. LetK(x, P, γ) be the set of kernels for the itemx
over the periodP with respect to the minimum thresholdγ. K(x, P, γ) is defined as
follows:
Let k ⊆ P be a period such thatx ⊆ Tr(ks) andTr(ks) is the first occurrence ofx
in P . If k does not exist thenK = ∅. If k exists, then letN be the set of timestamps
such that∀n ∈ N,n ∈ P ∧ n > ks ∧ frequency(x, [ks..n]) < γ (in other words,
N is the set of timestamps inP such that extending the periodk up to any of those
timestamps leads to the loss of the frequency forx). If N is empty thenke is defined
as the last occurrence ofx in P , andK(x, P, γ) = {k}. Otherwise (i.e. N 6= ∅), let
m ∈ N such that∀n ∈ N,n > m (m is the first time-stamp such that frequency
of x is lost on[ks..m]). Then,ke is defined as the last occurrence ofx in [ks..m] and
K(x, P, γ) = {k} ∪ K(x, P − [ks..ke], γ)

Example 3. Let us consider the candidate temporal itemset of size 1c = ((b), [1..10], cσ).
Figure 3 gives the boolean table of occurrences for the itemb. There are two kernels of
(b) overcp (i.e. [1..3] and[6..10]). Those kernels can be merged (the frequency of the
itemset on the resulting period is above the minimum threshold) in order to obtain the
resulting solid itemset((b), [1..10], 6

10 ) .

Let us consider that we are provided with an itemsetx andK the kernels ofx over
a periodP with respect toγ. Based on lemma 1 we show that merging the kernels with
algorithm MERGEKERNELS (given in Figure 4 and illustrated in Figure 6) makes it
possible to find the solid itemsets ofx overP with respect toγ.

Lemma 1. LetK be the set of kernels ofx onP with respect toγ. Algorithm MERGEK-
ERNELSmakes it possible to find all the solid itemsetss = (x, xp, σ) onP with respect
to γ.

Proof Let k ∈ K, be a kernel ofx after Algorithm MERGEKERNELS(i.e.k cannot
be merged with any other kernel inK), then:
1) Support(x, k) > γ. According to Definition 7,x is frequent on each kernel. Further-
more if k is the result of a merging process, then Algorithm MERGEKERNEL checks
the frequency ofx on the resulting period.
2) ∀q such thatk ⊆ q, we have one of the following cases:
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Algorithm MERGEKERNELS
mergeable← true;
While (mergeable)
mergeable← false;

Foreach(q ∈ K)
Foreach(r ∈ K such thatr 6= q ∧ cover(x,q)|+|cover(x,r)|

|q∪r| ≥ γ)
K ← K + q ∪ r;
cover(x, q ∪ r) = cover(x, q) ∪ cover(x, r)
mergeable← true;
toRemove← toRemove+q + r;

endFor
endFor
Foreach(k ∈ toRemove)K ← K − k;
toRemove← ∅

End while
End Algorithm MERGEKERNELS

Fig. 4.Algorithm mergeKernels

– x ∈ k − q, thenx is not frequent onq (otherwise, let us considerk′ the kernel to
which belongs the occurrence ofx in q, thenk andk′ would have been merged).

– x 6∈ k − q, then cover(x, q)=cover(x, k) (in this case,x may remain frequent onq or
not, depending on the size ofq).

3) According to Definition 7,x is supported by the first and the last transaction ink.
Then,x will have a lower cover on any sub-period ofk.
Based on the three observations above, letTx = {(x, k, σ)∀k ∈ K)} be the set of
temporal itemsets corresponding to all the merged kernels of x on P with respect toγ,
thenTx is the set of all solid itemsetss = (x, xp, σ) onP with respect toγ ¤

4.2. SIM Algorithm

Our algorithm is based on the candidate generating principle. Our goal is to start with
solid itemsets of size 1 and explore the support of larger solid itemsets with a lim-
ited number of scans over the database. To this end, we need tofind the periods of
frequency for a candidate solid itemset in only one scan. Letc ∈ Ck be a candidate
of sizek in the set of candidates (Ck). Then, in our data structure,c is associated to
c.i, the itemset,c.p, the period of possible frequency (i.e. the limits withinc has to be
compared to a transaction) andc.kernels, the set of kernels ofc.i over c.p with re-
spect toγ (one of our goals is to extractc.kernels for all the candidates inCk during
one single scan). Furthermore, a boolean value makes it possible to know the status of
the current kernel (“kernel_closed” means that definition 7was not respected “on-the-
fly” during the scan). For each kernelc.kerneli, of a candidatec, we havec.kerneli.s
(the starting time-stamp of the kernel),c.kerneli.e (end of the kernel),c.kerneli.last
(the last occurrence ofc.i in the current kernel),c.kerneli.freq (the frequency ofc.i
over [c.kerneli.s..c.kerneli.e]) and c.kerneli.cov (the size of the cover ofc.i over
[c.kerneli.s..c.kerneli.e]). Finally, c.current refers to the current kernel ofc (the last
opened kernel).

Let us consider that we are provided withCk, a set of candidates. During the scan,
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Algorithm UPDATE
In: c, the candidate;d, the transaction;γ, the threshold
Out: update of the kernel(s) ofc
If (c.kernel_closed)

If (c.i ⊆ d) // Start a new kernel
c.current ← new_kernel;
c.kernel_closed ← False;
c.current.s ← d.timestamp;
c.current.e ← d.timestamp;
c.current.last ← d.timestamp;

End if
Else if (c.i ⊆ d)// Continue the current kernel

c.current.e ← d.timestamp;
c.current.last ← d.timestamp;
c.current.cov + +;
c.current.freq ← c.current.cov

|[c.current.s..c.current.e]| ;
Else// Check validity of current kernel
// i.e. (c.i 6⊆ d) ⇒ must current kernel be closed?

c.current.e ← d.timestamp;
c.current.freq ← c.current.cov

|[c.current.s..c.current.e]| ;
If (c.current.freq < γ)

c.current.e ← c.current.last
c.kernel_closed ← True;

End if
End if
End algorithm UPDATE

Fig. 5.Algorithm Update

Fig. 6.Merging kernels

the goal of Algorithm UPDATE (Figure 5) is to update the information about the kernels
of a candidate having a period of scan that includes the time-stamp of the current trans-
action. At the end of the scan performed by Algorithm SIM we are provided with all the
kernels for each candidate.

Algorithm SIM (given in Figure 7) aims to generate candidates from size 1 tok.
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Algorithm SIM
In: γ, the minimum threshold;D the database;

I the set of all items
Out: SI the set of solid itemsets corresponding toγ onD
k ← 0;
For each(i ∈ I)

// Build one candidate for each item and associate
// this candidate to an empty set of kernels
C1 ← C1 + (i, [Ds..De], ∅)

End for
Do

k + +;
SIk ← ∅;
For each(d ∈ D); // scan the database

For each(c ∈ Ck wheredtime ∈ c.p)
// The timestamp ofd corresponds to the period ofc
UPDATE(c,d,γ);
End for

End for
For each(c ∈ Ck)

MERGEKERNELS(c);
For each(p ∈ c.kernels)

SIk ← SIk + (ci, p, frequency(ci, p));
End for
Ck+1 ←GENERATECANDIDATES(SIk)

While (Ck+1 6= ∅)
And algorithm SIM

Fig. 7.Algorithm Sim

At each step, the set of candidates is compared to the database thanks to Algorithm
UPDATE. At the end of the scan, the kernels obtained for each candidate temporal item-
set are merged in order to obtain the solid itemsets. The generating principle of SIM is
based on the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let γ be the minimum threshold andx be a solid itemset then∀i ⊂ xi such
that|i| = |xi − 1|,∃q such thatxp ⊆ q ∧ frequency(i, q) ≥ γ.

The proof is straightforward and based on the monotonicity property.x is a solid
itemset andxi is frequent onxp. Then, any subset ofxi is frequent onxp.

The algorithm does not give details about the particular caseof generating candi-
dates of size 2. This case is similar to sizen > 2, but the generated candidates come
from the self joinSI1 × SI1 filtered by the intersection of the periods of each consid-
ered items (i.e. if two solid itemset of size 1(a) and(b) do not share a common period,
then(a b) is not generated). The candidate generation of Algorithm GENERATECAN-
DIDATES (Figure 8) is based on the properties of Lemmas 1 and 2

Another special case is not detailed in this algorithm: solid itemsets which have a
cover of one transaction. In fact, any itemset supported by at least one transaction can
be considered as a solid itemset according to definition 5. Inorder to avoid the enumer-
ation of all such itemsets, we add a filter on the minimum coverthat has to be respected
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Algorithm GENERATECANDIDATES
In: SIk the set of solid itemsets having lengthk
Out: Ck+1 the set of candidates having lengthk + 1
Ck+1 ← ∅
For eachx, y ∈ SIk such that:

(xi1 , ..., xik−1
) = (yi1 , ..., yik−1

)
∧yik

> xik
∧ |xp ∩ yp| > 1

//the periods ofx andy have an intersection and
//their prefixes catch the generation criteria

z = (xi1 , ..., xik−1
, yk)

Ck+1 ← Ck+1 + (z, xp ∩ yp, ∅)
End for
End algorithm GENERATECANDIDATES

Fig. 8.Algorithm generateCandidates

for a solid itemset before it is added toSIk, the set of solid itemsets of sizek in SIM .

Theorem 1. At each step of Algorithm SIM , SIk ⊆ Ck (i.e.∀s ∈ SIk,∃c ∈ Ck such
thatsx = ci ∧ sp ⊆ cp).

Proof Based on lemma 2 we know that∀s ∈ SIk,∃u, v ∈ SIk−1 such that:

1. ux andvx are prefixes of sizek − 1 of s.
2. ux andvx are frequent onup andvp with sp ⊆ up andsp ⊆ vp.
3. ux is not frequent onvp − up (sinceu is a SI and is frequent only on its periodup).
4. vx is not frequent onup − vp.

Therefore, if we extend each itemset of the solid itemsets inSIk−1 with all possible
items, and limit their period of possible frequency to the intersections of the corre-
sponding(k − 1) solid itemsets, we would be provided with a superset ofSIk. Clearly,
Algorithm GENERATECANDIDATES builds candidates on this principle and limits their
period of possible frequency to that intersection.

Finally, based on lemma 1 the detection of the kernels ofCk and the generated
k−candidates on the corresponding intersection, and the merging of the obtained ker-
nels, leads to the discovery of thek−solid itemsets¤

5. Related Work

Our problem can be compared to two main fields of data mining: mining burst events
from data streams and mining temporal itemsets. In this section, we provide an overview
of existing methods and problems as well as a comparison withour study.

5.1. Data Streams, Bursts and Sliding Windows

In recent years, burst mining in data streams has gained growing attention. An event is
considered bursty if it occurs with strong support in a certain time window. The defi-
nitions of bursts may vary in literature, but the idea is generally to find the items that
correspond to this time window and a significant threshold. The notion of burst is thus
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close to our definition of solid itemsets. However, at this time and to the best of our
knowledge, there is no method for mining bursty itemsets since the existing methods
propose to detect events of one item (except (Cheong Fung andLu, 2005) with events
made of correlations between multiple items).

Let us mention that mining in data streams requires a compromise between the time
response and the quality of the result. As a consequence, approximation is a key in data
stream mining methods, whereas in our framework, we want to extract the exact set of
solid itemsets without compromising on the quality of the result. In fact, when dealing
with security issues, such as fraud or intrusion detection,such exhaustive methods can
be helpful. For these reasons, our problem cannot be reducedto a data stream mining
problem such as frequent itemsets in sliding windows (Gao and Wang, 2009; Chi, Wang,
Yu and Muntz, 2006; Teng, Chen and Yu, 2003) or batches (Giannella, Han, Pei, Yan
and Yu, 2003). In methods based on sliding windows, the goal is usually to extract the
frequent patterns of the current window in reduced time (at least, before the arrival of the
next records). In this case, the threshold is computed over the window and corresponds
to this specific size. In our definition of the problem, we wantto extract the frequent
patterns as well as the window size that will allow this frequency. Therefore, the main
difference is on the window size which is not pre-defined in our case, which makes the
problem challenging.

In (Chong et al., 2005; Michail Vlachos and Yu, 2005; Zhu and Shasha, 2003), we
can find methods for mining bursty events in the form of frequent items. In (Zhu and
Shasha, 2003) the data stream is a unique sequence of items (or a 2D image) and the
authors propose to exploit a wavelet-based method in order to find bursty items. In this
case, the items can be photons.

The authors of(Chong et al., 2005) also propose to consider astream consisting of
a single series of items. Their goal is to extract false-negative items with an algorithm
(Loss-Negative) which handles bursting.

Fast burst correlation of financial data is considered in (Michail Vlachos and Yu,
2005) and the authors propose to find bursty events (i.e. items) in a data stream which
consists ofm time-series. The authors then propose burst identificationin the form of
burst intervals and the discovery of overlapping bursts with a queryQ.

More similar to our problem, a definition of bursty event detection in text stream
can be found in (Cheong Fung and Lu, 2005). In this case the stream consists of text
documents. However, the authors propose to use the time information to determine a set
of bursty features which may occur in different time windowsand to detect bursty events
based on the feature distributions with the algorithm HB-Event. The bursty events are
made of correlations between features but the main difference with our problem is that
overlapping sets of features (for instanceE1 = {a, b}, E2 = {b, c}) cannot be found
using HB-Event. Furthermore, this method is based on fixed window sizes, whereas our
goal is to extract the exact window size that optimizes the threshold of the itemsets.

Let us mention that (Zhu and Shasha, 2003) makes it possible tofind the exact size
of the time period for a bursty event but in this case, the events consist of items and not
itemsets. In (Calders, Dexters and Goethals, 2007), the authors propose to discover the
optimal size of a window regarding the frequency of a pattern. This problem is closely
related to ours but deals with data streams where the end of the window is fixed (and
corresponds to the current point in the stream). Their goal is to find the latest record
up to which the window can be extended while optimizing the threshold of the itemset.
This is very different from our problem, where we have randomaccess to all the records
and can choose the record where the window ends.

Finally, mining itemsets in data streams is frequently linked to a time decaying
model. For instance, in (Giannella et al., 2003; Chang and Lee, 2003) the authors pro-
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pose to diminish the effect of old transactions on the miningresult by decaying the old
occurrences of each itemset as time goes by. This can be considered as closely related to
our problem since frequent itemsets can be associated with their periods of frequency.
However, in time decaying models, if the user wants a minimumsupport of 1

4 , with
a batch or a window of size10, 000, the minimum number of occurrences should be
2, 500 for an itemset to be extracted. Our claim is that an itemset with a cover of, say,
size 3, on a window of size 12 should be extracted. It will not be the case with decay-
ing models or models based on batches having a fixed size (e.g.10, 000), because the
division of data is arbitrary and not guided by the frequencyof patterns (like we want
to do).

To conclude the subject of data streams, bursts and sliding windows, at present and
to the best of our knowledge, we can affirm that despite some similarities, there is no
method which allows mining frequent itemsets at optimal time granularities in an ex-
haustive manner (like we propose to do with solid itemsets).

5.2. Temporal itemsets

Interesting studies have been proposed on the temporal aspects related to association
rule mining. We propose to divide these studies into three main categories:

1) A specific period is givenand the goal is to find the frequent itemsets within this
period. In (Ale and Rossi, 2000), the authors propose the notion of temporal association
rules. Their idea consists of extracting itemsets that are frequent over a specific period
that will be shorter than the whole database. However, the periods proposed in (Ale
and Rossi, 2000) are defined by the lifetime of each item. Therefore, a data mining
process for extracting the periods is not necessary since they only depend on the first
and last occurrence of each item. Furthermore, let us consider the itemset(a b c) in
example 2, this itemset would not be discovered with the definition of periods given in
(Ale and Rossi, 2000), since the first occurrence of the involved items is 1 and their
last occurrence is 10 (and we know that the itemset(a b c) has a threshold of410 on
this period). A similar idea is proposed in (Lee et al., 2001),where the authors propose
to extract itemsets in a publication database. Their goal isto extract rules in the form
(X ⇒ Y )t,n, wheret is the first occurrence ofX andY in the same transaction andn
is the end of the whole database.

Both previous studies have opened the door to exploring the temporal aspects of
association rules. However, if a data mining paradigm is necessary for extracting the
itemsets, this is not the case for the periods they propose since they correspond to a
straightforward definition.In our work, we want to avoid the usage of such a specific
time granularity. The different window sizes will be discovered by the algorithm we pro-
pose and they will optimize the frequency of the corresponding itemsets.

2) A specific pattern is givenand the goal is to find the corresponding periods. In
(Chen and Petrounias, 1999), the authors propose to identify the valid period and peri-
odicity of patterns. In other words, given a specific association rule specified by the user,
their goal is to find the valid interval for this rule. In (Yoo,Zhang and Shekhar, 2005),
the authors propose to extract time-profiled associations in order to discover interacting
relationships consistent with a query prevalence sequenceover time.

3) Mining periodic (repetitive) patterns. In this category, the timestamps are ana-
lyzed in order to find repetitive patterns,i.e.patterns that occur regularly and with a pre-
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cise periodicity in the records. In (Li, Ning, Wang and Jajodia, 2003), a repetition model
or pattern is given by the user in the form of a calendar. For instance,< 2000, ∗, 16 >
corresponds to the16th day of a month in 2000. They propose the extraction of associa-
tion rules during this time interval with two methods: one precise and the other fuzzy. In
(Ozden, Ramaswamy and Silberschatz, 1998), the problem of mining cyclic association
rules is proposed. A rule is considered cyclic if it has minimal confidence and support
at regular time intervals and two algorithms are proposed tosolve the problem of their
extraction.

We note that an instructive survey on temporal knowledge extraction can be found
in (Roddick and Spiliopoulou, 2002).

We have defined a fourth kind of study: given a minimum support, extract all the
optimal periods and the corresponding patterns, as stated in definition 6. In (Masseglia,
Poncelet, Teisseire and Marascu, 2008) we have proposed a problem related to sequen-
tial patterns and period mining in a Web access log file. However, the definition of
periods in (Masseglia et al., 2008) is straightforward (a period lasts as long as no user
logs in or out). Furthermore, the proposed solution was based on a heuristic whereas in
this paper, we propose an exhaustive and exact extraction ofsuch periods and patterns.

5.3. Context-aware division of the data

How to divide data and where to search for interesting knowledge is a subject of grow-
ing interest (Palma, Bogorny, Kuijpers and Alvares, 2008; Xiong, Steinbach, Ruslim
and Kumar, 2009). Usually, when the context is involved in the division, it enables the
extraction of patterns that are relevant and useful.

In (Palma et al., 2008) the context is made of locations on a map that are used to
perform a better clustering in a set of trajectories. The authors propose to use a set of
geographic objects given by the user to find interesting places (though we are searching
for interesting periods, the goal is to obtain a better division of the data). The goal of
(Xiong et al., 2009) is to divide the data using a pattern preserving method. The authors
claim that interesting patterns might be ignored if the datathat support them is divided
into separate clusters. They propose clustering solutionsthat do not split the patterns
between different clusters.

6. Experiments

The goal of this section is to show the points of interest of our approach from two main
points of view. First, the extracted patterns associated with their periods of frequency are
the core of a new kind of relevant knowledge. Second, they would not be extracted with a
traditional method of itemset mining. In Subsection 6.1 we will provide some examples
of extracted itemsets, and for each itemset we provide its possible interpretation. In
Subsection 6.2 we provide some studies on the threshold of the patterns extracted by
our method. Our dataset comes from the Web access log of InriaSophia Antipolis from
March 2004 to June 2007 and its size is 253 Gb. The total numberof navigations after
the preprocessing is 36,710,616. SIM has been written in C++ on a PC (2.1Ghz) running
Linux with 2 Gb of main memory.
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6.1. Behaviors

The goal of this section is to show some of the most relevant behaviors that we have
extracted. For each behavior in this section, we have investigated and found a convincing
explanation of the frequency of the pattern and its associated period. That explanation
is always related to the context. Let us mention that a behavior with a cover of, say, 15
navigations within one day may be considered as highly frequent. This is due to the fact
that proxies generally hide most navigations from the Web server (the pages are stored
in caches of the proxy and requests are often handled by the proxy rather than the server
itself). Meanwhile, given the characteristics of our data,a cover of 15 navigations would
represent a threshold of4.10−5 over three years of records. Our goal is not to extract
“frequent” navigations with a minimum thresholdγ ≈ 0%, because that would be of no
interest and would lead to a impracticable number of behavior patterns (and there is no
data mining algorithm able to handle such supports). In fact, thanks to the characteristics
of the solid itemsets, we are able to extract patterns that have such a low support while
being highly frequent on “regions of interest”. This makes itpossible to decrease the
number of patterns and consume less CPU time.

In this section, we propose to analyze some of the extracted solid itemsets on the
web log of Inria Sophia from 2004 to 2007.

Joan Miro: our first behavior involves a Web page created in 2002. This page has
been written by Christophe Berthelot, a member of Omega teamat Inria Sophia Antipo-
lis. Here is the corresponding solid itemset:
start: Thu Apr 20 07:05:39 2006
end:Thu Apr 20 17:21:06 2006
frequency: 0.024565
cover: 120
itemset:
with the prefix “omega/personnel/Christophe.Berthelot/”
{ css/style.css,
Omega/JoanMiro/joanmiro.html }

The interpretation of this behavior is not straightforward. First, Christophe is not
employed by Inria any more and we have no contact with him. Second, the web page
is from 2002. However, a cover of 120 navigations is exceptionally high (given the
percentage of requests hidden by the caches of the proxies) and, according to our inves-
tigation on that point, the explanation lies in the following information:

1. This Web page is dedicated to Joan Miro, a famous artist.
2. Joan Miro was born on April 20 1893.
3. Christophe’s page is ranked fifth on Google with the keywords “Joan Miro” (at the

time of writing this paper).

Our conclusion is that on April 20, (i.e. Miro’s birthday) people have searched for in-
formation about the artist and found Christophe’s page. This behavior is also true for
April 2004, 2005 and 2007.

MC2QMC2004 Conference:our second behavior is related to an international con-
ference (MC2QMC2004) organized by Omega (a team at Inria Sophia). Here is the ex-
tracted solid itemset:
start: Mon May 17 09:22:41 2004
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end: Mon May 17 12:49:26 2004
frequency: 0.0170512
cover: 19
itemset:
{ omega/MC2QMC2004,
omega/MC2QMC2004/monday.html,
omega/MC2QMC2004/tuesday.html }

This behavior may be interpreted as follows: “during the period which begins on
Monday May 17 at 09:22:41 and ends on Monday May 17 at 12:49:26(2004) 1,7% of
users have requested the following pages : the index of MC2QMC2004 and the program
of MC2QMC2004 for the first day (Monday) and the second day (Tuesday).” After a
discussion with the organizers, it appears that a message was widely sent to the commu-
nity of this conference in order to advertise the program andremind people to register.
This was immediately followed by this behavior.

MedINRIA: our last behavior is related to a software developed by Asclepios and
made available to download.
start: Thu Sep 28 01:53:45 2006
end: Thu Sep 28 04:27:25 2006
support: 0.0148305
cover: 12
itemset:
{ asclepios/style.css, asclepios/software/MedINRIA,
asclepios/software/MedINRIA/download,
asclepios/software/MedINRIA/doc }

Once again, this particular behavior is explained by the corresponding team. In fact,
Asclepios has released a new version of MedINRIA in September 2006 and sent a mes-
sage to the users on September 27 (in the evening). The resulting behavior is a frequent
download of the software within the night.

6.2. Characteristics of the itemsets

The following experiments have been conducted on a dataset that represent only one
month: March 2006. This month is representative of our wholedataset and makes it
possible to understand the characteristics of the results obtained with SIM . The dataset
for March 2006 contains 1,205,754 navigations and 99,262 items (URLs).

In order to reduce the number of extracted solid itemsets, weproposed to add a pa-
rameter to SIM : the minimum cover. In our dataset the number of solid itemsets having
a cover of 2 is very high (approximately 80,000 for March 2006). Furthermore, the cor-
responding solid itemsets are not very informative. This iswhy we decided to provide
SIM with a filter on the minimum cover and therefore make it possible to lower the
number of irrelevant itemsets. In order to study the impact of the minimum cover on
the number of solid itemsets we have reported in Figure 9 the number of solid itemsets
corresponding to each possible cover that has a size greaterthan three for March 2006.
The information is provided for five different minimum thresholds of solid itemsets:
5%, 4%, 3%, 2% and1.5%. The results of Figure 9 show, for instance, that we have
extracted ten solid itemsets with a cover of six and a minimumsupport of3%. The
possible covers range from 4 to 18 (however, in order for the graphic to be readable,
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we only report the number of SI for a selected set of covers). The minimum number of
solid itemsets with a specific cover is 1 (i.e.cover 8 and support3%) and the maximum
number of solid itemsets having a specific cover is 89 (cover 4and support1, 5%).

It is difficult to compare SIM with traditional algorithms since our itemsets have
very particular thresholds. Hence, we propose to compute the average threshold of the
solid itemsets over the whole dataset. Let us consider, for instance, a solid itemsetx.
Our goal is to scan the dataset and find the exact support ofxi over the entire dataset.
This operation is performed for all the solid itemsets and the average global support is
computed. This global support is reported in Figure 10. We can observe, for instance,
that the average global support of the solid itemsets extracted withγ = 2% is 0.07%.
The average global supports are very low and this is a well known issue for traditional
data mining algorithms. However, even in the case of a possible extraction by means of
a traditional data mining method with such supports, the following is true:
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1. The periods of interest would not be exhibited.
2. Itemsets with this support would be extracted over the whole dataset, even if they

don’t correspond to a period of interest (in other words, thenumber of itemsets would
be very large and would not have the interesting characteristics of the solid itemsets).

6.3. Execution Times and Scalability

Our last experiment is dedicated to studying the response times of SIM . In Figure 11
we have reported the response times of SIM with different thresholds and a minimum
cover of four, on the log file corresponding to March 2006. Thefirst observation is that
the execution time of SIM still needs to be improved. Presently, however, this kind of
knowledge can only be extracted using SIM . Second, we demonstrate the scalability of
our algorithm in Figure 12. We can see that, for three different values with minimum
support, our algorithm has linear response times regardingthe data size. For this ex-
periment, we built a synthetic data set by selecting subsetsof the original file. The size
of these subsets grows from 300,000 navigations up to 1,200,000 navigations (which
corresponds to the whole file of March 2006).

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new definition of itemsets that present a high fre-
quency over a specific period without specifying a time granularity or a particular pe-
riod. The periods of frequency and the corresponding itemsets have to be determined
by the algorithm based on the only notion of minimum support.However, discovering
these itemsets is a true challenge since the periods of frequency and the corresponding
itemsets have to be discovered at the same time. Furthermorethe number of possi-
ble combinations is impracticable and has to be reduced. We provided the theoretical
foundation of our approach and our algorithm is based on the discovery of ’kernels’
of frequency and their possible aggregations. Our experiments showed that SIM is able
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to extract the solid itemsets from very large datasets and provides useful and readable
results.

Since our method is intended to discover periods of frequency, we have observed
that this extraction might be divided into subprocesses. Our goal is now to study possible
divisions of the data that will ensure a safe extraction of solid itemsets. In other words,
instead of an arbitrary division that might touch a period offrequency, we will study a
division driven by the data mining algorithm on the basis of afirst scan. That would be
a first step towards a parallel version of this algorithm.
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